
  
  

  

Microlabequipment-Automatic Paste Filling Machine 4 Head, 6 Head
manufacturer in india (MI-APFMH46)

 

  

This automatic piston filler by MICRO is ideal for filling liquid, paste in jars bottle, from 30 ml to 1000 ml ,. The

piston filler provides a highly accurate volumetric fill in that the same amount of product enters and exits the

piston cylinder each fill cycle. Automatic piston filling machines will use a power conveyor and one of several

indexing systems - from pin to starwheel or screw indexing - to align bottles under the fill heads.

Description : 

This automatic piston filler by MICRO is ideal for filling liquid, paste in jars bottle, from 30 ml to 1000
ml ,. The piston filler provides a highly accurate volumetric fill in that the same amount of product
enters and exits the piston cylinder each fill cycle. Automatic piston filling machines will use a power
conveyor and one of several indexing systems - from pin to starwheel or screw indexing - to align
bottles under the fill heads. Automatic liquid fillers will also use an operator friendly touchscreen
interface for settings such as fill times, indexing times and other fill cycle components. Piston fillers
can be manufactured as automatic inline filling machines or as tabletop filling systems. The piston
filling machine also has the ability to handle products of all

Specifications : Voltage 415V AC
Phase Three Phase
Air Supply 4 to 6 Kg/Cm2 (pneumatic operated stopper)
Frequency 50 Hz
Bottle Size 15mm to 70mm
Output Speed 30 to 120 Bottles/Minute
Filling Volume 30 to 1000 ML
Number of Head 4 / 6/ 8 / 10 / 12 Nos.
Fill Size 30 ml to 1000 ml
Height of Conveyor 850 +/- 50 mm Adjustable
Net Weight Approx 600 kg



Dimensions Approx 2135 mm (L)x 1150mm (W)x 1610mm(H)
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